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plain folk, with no imagination to speak of. But if the
above account is correct, we are all imaginative to a certain
extent, for to some slight degree we modify our plans for
to-morrow's conduct in light of yesterday's experience, and
thus at least create our daily life. But the difference
between the amount of experience that A needs before he
can modify Ms conduct in light of it and that which B
needs: the difference in the originality of A's design in
definite branches of work and that of B's, is as great as
the difference between the work of the mentally deficient
man and that of the man of highest ability. When we
speak, then, of a highly imaginative person—always
assuming that imagination shows itself in the field of a
man's interest—we mean that he learns from very little
experience; that what experience he has he can apply
to the solution of widely different problems, and that with
few or no false starts he will find a good solution because
he has ability to foresee, visualise or image what will be
the results of a given course of action.
Hence the task for the teacher is to consider the child
as a self-directing person with definite endowments and
interests and give him every opportunity of doing creative
work of all types, but especially in connexion with his
dominant interests.
Just as one can say many men many opinions, so one
can say many men many temperaments, many temper-
aments many memories, many memories many imagin-
ations. But there are well-marked mental states and on
the whole people can be classified according to which
mental state most closely influences their conduct. Thus
we can easily distinguish the emotional person who feels
rather than thinks what should be done and acts on feeling
both from the intellectual man who thinks out his problems
and acts on reasoned grounds—or at least more reasoned
grounds than those of the emotional man—and, from the
' practical * man, as he is sometimes called. He alas 1

